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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Welgemoed Community Improvement District (WCID) is an initiative aimed at advancing
Welgemoed as a Special Rated Area (SRA) between 2020 and 2025, with the goal of providing
supplementary services to that of the local authority and working closely with them to improve public
safety, cleaning services, social development and public spaces. The WCID will operate with its own
board of directors and will liaise with both the public and private sectors, working together to develop,
promote and manage our area.
Following eight years during which the Welgemoed community actively participated (on a voluntary
basis) in the improvement of the safety of the area, by establishing WelgemoedSafe, and markedly
improved the situation, the next logical step in the incremental improvement of the area is the
establishment of a City Improvement District (CID). The improvement of the safety was achieved by
voluntary participation (whether by financial contribution or active involvement) but this is
unfortunately not sustainable. The defined area comprises a well-established area and pre-dates the
implementation of home owners associations and hence the CID structure is the only viable option to
include all property owners to participate in achieving the objective of further incremental
improvement of the area.
A group of concerned residents formed the WCID steering committee and approached the City with
this objective in mind. The initial steps were taken and the formal process commenced in August 2018
under the SRA legislation.
A comprehensive urban management survey was prepared and input was solicited from property
owners, and random individuals who only pass through the area but don’t own property in the defined
area (November 2018 to March 2019). The feedback that was received from the survey showed that
the predominant concern in the area is safety and security and the further improvement thereof.
Matters relating to cleaning, greening and social responsibility were viewed as a secondary priority.
Traffic related issues, like speeding in the area, was also raised. A non-potable water solution was
included in the survey but it received the lowest priority. The ranking of the priorities are as follows:
1) Safety and security, 2) Cleanliness and maintenance, 3) Traffic related matters (speeding), 4) Social
responsibility and 5) non-potable water. A large portion of the respondents (84.3%) indicated that
they would support the establishment of a CID provided the business plan meets their approval. Only
18.3% of the respondents indicated that levying an additional rate is not reasonable and by extension
not keen to pay it.
Considering the feedback received the steering committee prepared a business plan to address the
concerns raised. With safety and security the highest priority and receiving significant feedback
regarding unknown individuals moving in to and out of the neighbourhood at all hours, the steering
committee proposes to erect fences on the perimeter of the neighbourhood with gates at selected
areas. The gates are to remain open for public access but will be monitored with cameras 24 hours
per day. Investigating the area also revealed that overgrown areas on road reserves provide shelter
to homeless people with related social and security issues. Since homelessness is a significant problem
throughout the City (with a complex origin) provision is made in the budget under social responsibility
to cooperate with NGOs and other City initiatives to try and assist in trying to address this issue. It is
further proposed to clean the road reserve of Jip De Jager Street and other isolated areas in the
neighbourhood from overgrowth in order to reduce the area’s attractiveness for homeless individuals.
This clearing will happen within the accepted protocols of the city.
The relationship between the legal entities, WelgemoedSafe and WCID, can be explained as follows:
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WelgemoedSafe
o An association established in 2011 and is the owner of all current monitoring
infrastructure.
Welgemoed CID
o A Non-Profit Company (NPC) to be established to implement the Business Plan of the
WCID.

Further expansion of the CCTV / LPR camera network will be undertaken including the monitoring
thereof by WCID.
The budget for the first year of the 5-year period is R3,720,360 and increase in year four and five to
R4,762,237 and R4,960,182 account of the redemption and depreciation.
The cost components pertaining to the full 5-year budget can broadly be divided into the following
categories:
Safety and Security
Management & Administration
Cleaning and Maintenance
Social responsibility
Interest & Redemption
Property Plant & Equipment
Provision for bad debt
Total

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

48%
23%
4%
7%
2%
13%
3%
100%

According to the SRA policy the budget can be revised within the business plan parameters on an
annual basis should circumstances so require. The full 5-year budget is fixed, with flexibility allowed
within this framework.
The proposed business plan was checked against the City’s Integrated Development Plan (IDP) and is
not in conflict therewith. In fact, it makes significant contribution towards improving public safety,
which is one of the eleven priorities of the City’s Integrated Development Plan.
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PART A: MOTIVATION REPORT
1. INTRODUCTION
This report is prepared to provide the background to the initiation of, and the motivation for, the
establishment of a CID for Welgemoed and its immediately surrounding areas (the defined area).
Provided in this business plan is the motivation therefore, the budget and the implementation plan
(comprising the various programmes). The aforementioned was prepared by the steering committee
based on the input received from the urban management survey.
This report has been prepared in alignment with the City of Cape Town’s By-Law for Special Rating
Areas (2012) and its subsequent amendment By-Law (2016) and the City of Cape Town’s Special Rating
Areas (SRA) Policy 2017/2018.
1.1

The steering committee

The following property owners in the defined area comprise the steering committee:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mr Renaldo Lorio : 70 Plettenberg Street Welgemoed, (Erf 195)
Mr Francois Laurence : 16 O’Kullis Street Welgemoed, (Erf 509)
Dr Loraine Maritz : 16 Totius Street Welgemoed, (Erf 472)
Mr Dirk van der Merwe : 6 van der Merwe Crescent Blomvlei, (Erf 1628)
Ms Cheryl Quantrill : 52 Trichardt Street, Welgemoed (Erf 99)
Mr Oloff Burger : 11 Plettenberg Street, Welgemoed (Erf 526)

The steering committee can be reached at : info@welgemoedcid.co.za
Apart from the members noted above the following individuals also contributed extensively:








Mr Arndt Mittendorf (Business Plan Budget)
Mr Andre Britz (Business Plan)
Ms Bobbi Pretorius (Administration)
Mr Hessel Turkstra (Business Plan)
Mr Jaco Bruwer (Data base)
Mr Michael Rauch (Website)
Ms Sarita Kruger (Graphic Design)

The vision, mission and goal for the WCID is:
1.2

Vision

To work together to maintain a safe, clean and sustainable Welgemoed
1.3

Mission

To consistently and incrementally improve Welgemoed for the benefit of all who live and work here.
1.4

Goal

The goal is to improve the public safety in our area, to address social aspects in a cooperative manner,
maintain the public areas and clean it where required, promote improved communication with the
City in collaboration with initiatives already active in the area.
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2. DEFINED AREA OF THE WELGEMOED CITY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

The defined geographical area for the WCID is shown below in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Defined area for Welgemoed CID
The defined area includes the suburb Welgemoed in its entirety along its cadastral boundaries and
form the largest part of the defined area. To the south a portion of Loevenstein is included as well as
Blomvlei, Selborne and Welgemoed Greens.
To the northeast Kenridge Ext 4, the Bergzicht housing cluster and the row of houses on the northern
side of Wylant Street, which falls within the suburb of Door-de-Kraal, are included.
These areas are included under the WelgemoedSafe area since the inclusion of these areas reduce the
number of access points into the area.
3. BACKGROUND
South Africans are faced with various challenges on a daily basis, be it crime, unemployment, or
inadequate service delivery. Even though Cape Town has a functioning municipality, demands on its
resources are increasing, which is why it’s becoming more and more common for residents to start
working together to uplift their own areas and communities where the municipality can’t provide in
all the needs.
For many years, Welgemoed has been known as an affluent suburb, but it faces its own challenges
and is exposed to increasing crime and vagrancy – often a spill-over effect from issues elsewhere.
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Crime, especially, increased exponentially around 2009 to 2013 (see Figure 1 below) and it was evident
that something had to be done. This led in 2011 to the establishment of WelgemoedSafe as a
community initiative. WelgemoedSafe is a voluntary association which operates under its own
constitution. The community of Welgemoed proverbially took hands and after a successful fundraising
campaign, implemented a camera monitoring system. The installation was undertaken between
November 2013 to June 2014. This camera monitoring system was the first License Plate Recognition
(LPR) system that was installed in the northern suburbs on a meaningful scale.
In addition to the camera monitoring system special mention needs to be made that the Welgemoed
Neighbourhood Watch became active again and managed to draw in a sufficient number of people
that are doing patrols on a voluntary basis to improve the visibility in the streets of the neighbourhood.
The Neighbourhood Watch, in conjunction with the safety and security service providers for the area
and SAPS, have made a significant number of arrests over the last number of years.
By working hard at initiatives such as these the community managed to minimise the crime trend.
However, the area remains under pressure as there are still unacceptable serious incidents taking
place. The community therefore needs to maintain its vigilance and continue to improving public
safety.
Although WelgemoedSafe has been very successful, it is evident that the next step in the continuous
incremental improvement of the area is the establishment of a CID. To further enhance the area would
require a more concerted effort, comprising guaranteed funding for additional services to be
performed in the public domain, which goes beyond the realm of volunteerism. The desire to establish
a CID was born from the need of achieving broader participation.

Figure 1: Welgemoed crime statistics
WelgemoedSafe and the Neighbourhood Watch are operated on voluntary effort and hence only a
portion of the people contribute whereas the benefits are enjoyed by all in the community.
The further improvement of the aforementioned, which is now required, would require funding in
addition to the limited funding that is available from the current voluntary sources. It is thus
considered that the establishment of a CID would provide the required funding in an equitable and
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guaranteed way. A CID is seen as the appropriate vehicle (if not the only practical vehicle) by which
the property owners can collectively contribute to the further improvement of the area. Since
Welgemoed was established in an era preceding Home Owner’s Associations there is no other
effective mechanism by which to achieve this objective.
The structure of a CID is governed by legislation and the City’s By-Law. It allows property owners to
become involved in the management of their own area.
The activities of the CID would take a wider view and include matters pertaining to public safety,
cleaning, greening and social aspects.

4. WHAT IS A CITY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT AND HOW DOES IT WORK?
4.1

Overview and legislation

Under Section 22 of the Municipal Property Rates Act (MPRA) the legislation allows a municipality to
determine an area (defined area), within the municipal area, as a special rating area for the purpose
of improving or upgrading the area. This effectively means that the municipality will collect additional
rates as part of the approved Business Plan from the property owners within the defined area (in
addition to the property rates) and direct that money back to that area.
The Municipal Structures Act (MSA) allows the municipality to determine an additional rate (based on
the property valuation) and collect the additional rates from the property owners. The MSA therefore
allows the municipality to administer this additional special rate. The MSA also allows the municipality
to collect any arrears.
The money collected as noted above is then administered to the benefit of the defined area under the
Municipal Finance Management Act and the Companies Act. For financial management and prudence,
a non-profit company is registered under the Companies Act and the collected funds mentioned above
are paid over to the non-profit company so that it can provide the additional services to improve and
upgrade the area according the approved business plan. In other words a twelfth (1/12) of the
allocated annual budget is paid over to the CID as per the approved business plan per month less 3%
provision for bad debt.
The non-profit company is managed by a board of directors who are property owners in the area. The
aforementioned board of directors provide the oversight function and implementation of the Business
Plan. The activities of the NPC are strictly monitored by the municipality to ensure conformance to the
legislation and the approved business plan.
The Business Plan is the set of activities that the non-profit company needs to undertake in order to
improve the area. The content of the business plan is determined during the establishment process
and approved by the property owners in the defined area (more than 60% support is required in the
case of the residential areas). If the steering committee can obtain more than 60% support for the
Business Plan from the property owners in the area then they can submit an application to the City.
Once the WCID lodgement has been confirmed as valid, a two month period would be allowed for
comments and objections.
The Council will consider the application including any objections.
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Once approved the CID has a term of 5 years during which it can operate and then need to re-apply
for any further term periods. In the case where the AGM chooses not to re-apply for a further term
the CID can be dissolved in accordance of Chapter 4 of the SRA By-law.

4.2

Relief

Any property owner who resides within the defined area that receives any form of property rates relief
from the City will be exempted from paying the additional rate towards the CID. It is however
incumbent on the property owner to seek such relief from the City under the City’s Rates Policy.
4.3

Institutional arrangements (Programme 1)

On approval of the Council, the WCID will commence on 1 July 2020 as a Non-Profit Company (NPC)
established in terms of the Companies Act 71 of 2008. The NPC will be audited independently and
managed by directors elected by the members at a Members Meeting.
It will be managed as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•




By a Board of Directors who will meet monthly under an elected chairperson.
The Board of Directors shall comprise a minimum of three directors.
Board members will be elected at the Annual General Meeting (AGM).
One third of Directors must step down annually, but could be re-elected at the AGM.
Any registered property owner is eligible to be a member of the NPC, on application to the
board – there are no costs involved.
The entire community is allowed to participate at meetings but only contributing members
of the NPC are eligible to vote at members meetings of the NPC. Proxies are allowed.
The Board of Directors will be responsible for the implementation of the Business Plan.
The performance of the Board of Directors, in achieving the objectives as detailed in the
Business Plan will be monitored by the members, the community and the City.
The NPC will have a memorandum of incorporation (MOI) as prescribed by the City and as
regulated in terms of the Companies Act 71 of 2008
The CID will appoint a service provider (using a competitive process) for accounting services.
The CID will be externally audited; the NPC will appoint (using a competitive process) an
external auditor at the AGM.
The progressive monthly income and expenditure reports will be tabled at Board meetings
and forwarded to the City on a monthly basis.
Annual Financial Statements need to be audited and presented at the AGM to the members
and consolidated with the City of Cape Town's Annual Financial Statements.
The NPC is required to obtain approval for annual budgets and its implementation plan for
the next financial year at the AGM. Thereafter it is submitted to the City for inclusion in the
City’s budget process.
The CID is established for an initial period of five years. A further approval (for another 5year term) is required from the City if the members so desire.
A CID can be dissolved after establishment in accordance with Chapter 4 of the SRA By-law
of the City of Cape Town Page 13 of 42.
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4.4

Management of the CID (Programme 1)
4.4.1

Board of Directors

An inaugural board will be appointed for the initial period of six months, after which a
Members Meeting will be held to elect Board members for the WCID.
A councillor will be appointed to the Board as an observer (no voting right) by the Executive
Mayor.
The Board is mandated to implement the business plan.
Monthly board meetings will be held with the first 30 minutes open for public participation.
The Board is mandated to implement the business plan.
Each Board director will be dedicated to a specific portfolio (programme).
Directors will not be remunerated for their services.
Any deviation from the agreed Business Plan needs to be supported by a formal board
resolution at a WCID members meeting with the agreed quorum of attendance (as defined in
the MOI guidelines).
4.4.2

Service manager and service providers

A services manager will be appointed to take care of the day to day business of the NPC. The
services manager will also manage the service providers appointed to implement to work
defined in the business plan.
These service providers will be appointed by the Board following a competitive process.
Competitive quotations will be obtained for evaluation, score and decision by the Board.
Contractor selection decisions will be recorded in the minutes of the meetings.
5. URBAN MANAGEMENT SURVEY
As required in terms of the SRA policy an urban management survey was conducted from end of
November 2018 to end of February 2019. The urban management survey was a comprehensive survey
and it was conducted using Google forms – an online application. The survey covered general
information regarding the respondents, matters of public safety & security, cleaning, greening, social
matters traffic related matters and non-potable water.
The required responses were obtained and the survey questions and the associated responses thereto
are provided in Appendix A. Below follows a summary of the urban management survey which
provides the main trends observed. These main trends are further elaborated on in the following
section as it informed the various aspects included in the business plan.
5.1

Main trends observed in the urban management survey (property owners responses)
From the general information obtained it was established that Welgemoed is a wellestablished area with a wide range of age groups. Approximately a third (32.8%) of the
respondents have been living in the area for more than 20 years. Approximately a quarter
(23.9%) of the property owners have moved into the area during the last five years; and the
remainder between 5 to 20 years.
According to the local estate agent the “turn-over” in residential property is approximately
5% per year which is considered relatively low.
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Approximately half of the respondents (51.5%) have children under the age of 18 staying at
home.
The overall perception of the area is good and the respondents are happy to stay in the area.
There is no overwhelming desire to leave the area. The area is also seen as a generally
welcoming area which is well maintained. There is also a general perception that the municipal
services in the area are fair to good (81.3%) with 89.8% of the respondents rating the solid
waste removal as either being good or very good.
Where safety is concerned there is a perception that the overall safety in the neighbourhood
is fair (55%) with a further approximately 10% perceiving the overall safety as poor. Thus,
approximately two thirds of the respondents have concerns regarding the overall safety in the
neighbourhood. Approximately 68% of the respondents have been victims of crime or have a
friend in the area that has been a victim of crime. Some 80.8% of the respondents have spent
money (37% have spent a significant amount) on improving their private security and this is
very evident when walking through the neighbourhood.
A concern is that 59.5% of the respondents who view the general safety in the area to be good
(when walking through the area unaccompanied) would not allow their children to roam the
streets or walk to school unaccompanied. This is indicative of their true concern regarding the
public safety situation. The children are generally confined to their own homes. This is in fact
noticeable when walking through the area. If the children are outside e.g. running, etc.
(especially girls) their parents are often close by in tow on a bicycle.
Homelessness was found to be a significant concern amongst the respondents. Some 77.8%
of the respondents indicated it to be a concern. A similar percentage (77.2%) of respondents
indicated that bin scratching is a cause for concern.
Considering the responses received and expressly asking the respondents to rank the order of
importance (ranking of priorities) the following ranking was established:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Safety and security
Cleanliness and maintenance
Traffic related matters
Social
Non-potable water

It is important to note that safety and security ranked as first priority by a significant margin.
More than 90% of the respondents noted it as their first priority.
Cleaning and maintenance ranked second followed by traffic related matters. The social
matters were slightly behind in the fourth position and non-potable water ranked last in fifth
position.
Since our area is an established area with mature vegetation etc. there is no need for further
greening in this regard. There is however a need to control and maintain the vegetation by
means of pruning and cutting back uncontrolled bushes and unwanted overgrowth. This
aspect is included under the cleaning and maintenance heading and was considered in the
urban management survey.
With reference to the wider definition of the concept of greening (i.e. clean energy, etc.) no
particular attention was given to this aspect apart from gauging the property owner’s
12

perception of and inclination towards enhanced (greater degree of) recycling of solid waste
and non-potable water.
As noted above the urban management survey included the following aspects in addition to
the four main focus areas:
1. Traffic related matters: Speeding and vehicles taking detours (rat running) through
the residential streets were noted as concerns by respondents. The survey revealed
that 62.8% of the respondents are of the view that speeding compromises the safety
of residents walking, running, etc. in the neighbourhood. There is a general view that
property owners will not gladly (if at all) allow their children or grandchildren to roam
the streets. One particular point that came through strongly in the comments was
that high travelling speeds compromise the safety for their children. The high travel
speeds also belong to the vehicles rat running through the neighbourhood.
2. Non-potable water: The urban management survey solicited the property owner’s
interest regarding the provision of non-potable water as well as their perception of
the safety thereof. Interest was shown in this initiative but when weighted against
the other priorities it was viewed the lowest. It is therefore considered that there is
interest in this initiative and that it may become more topical in future as it is a way
of building further resilience into the City and make more effective use of a
commodity which is becoming progressively more scarce. In view of the fact that a
disaster was averted in 2018 when the dams were running critically low the residents
in Cape Town have made significant lifestyle changes to reduce the consumption of
water by approximately 50%. From the survey it is evident that the property owners
in Cape Town have adjusted quickly to the reduced water usage and many have
employed water saving measures e.g. grey water re-use systems, etc. to cope with
the situation. Given the adjustments already made this initiative is not viewed as a
prioritised item anymore.
Due to the low interest that the non-potable water solution received, this aspect will not be
included in the business plan but the initiative will still be pursued for further consideration
at a later stage.
The urban management survey also solicited the respondents willingness to contribute
financially to a CID expressed as a percentage of the municipal rates that they pay based on
their property values. The response is given in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2 : Willingness of property owners to pay towards a CID
expressed as a proportion of property rates based on
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Municipal valuation of properties as per the 2015 valuation
roll.

In addition 84.3% of respondents indicated that they would support the establishment of a
CID if an acceptable business plan can be presented to them.
Using the input from the urban management survey and undertaking investigations in the
area the proposed activities to be undertaken under the CID were determined. These are
discussed below under services to be offered.

5.2

Main trends observed in the urban management survey (people visiting the area’s response)
Survey responses were solicited from people who are not resident in the area. The surveys
were conducted at the Welgemoed Forum (shopping area), Engen filling station, taxi stop area
and the Creche.
Fifty (50) percent of the responses were from people who work in the area and these ranged
from domestic workers, builders, utility company workers and workers in the shops. The
balance can be considered visitors. The frequency with which they visit the area therefore
varied from daily to infrequently.
The overall impression of the respondents in this survey was that the area is clean, attractive
and welcoming. The area (public area) is also viewed as well-maintained and the respondents
do not feel unsafe coming to the area. Only three respondents indicated that they do not feel
safe coming to the area.
The responses in terms of safety was divided as follows:





Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

–
–
–
–

14.3%
61.9 %
21.4%
2.4 %

From the responses it was determined that the visitor’s don’t see littering as a problem in the
area as only 6 responses indicated yes or unsure.
24% of the respondents indicated that they personally know people in the area that have been
the victims of crime.
47% of the respondents indicated that they don’t see homelessness as a concern in this area.
The balance of the respondents vary between yes and unsure.
52% of the respondents indicated that they are aware of the existing camera monitoring
system and those that did not know perceived the presence of the cameras as contributing to
the safety in the area. Only 7.1% of the respondents said it made no difference.
No comments were provided indicating that specific issues need attention in the area or are
of concern.
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From the surveys it can be seen that there is quite a difference between the way in which the
residents and the visitors perceive the area.
By far the largest concern in the area revolves around public safety and security. The following
concerns were raised as contributing factors which compromise the safety in the area :









Uncontrolled access to the area – not knowing who is entering and exiting the area
(pedestrian and vehicular). Serious crimes have recently been committed in the area
by perpetrators entering the area on foot or by vehicle.
Too many unknown people strolling around / through the area (sometime workers of
contractors working in the area but mostly vagrants). Although it is accepted that not
all individuals who are strolling through the area pose a threat it causes uneasiness
amongst the residents.
Progressively more vagrants sleeping in the bushes along Jip de Jager Street and in
areas adjacent to the Golf course (perhaps on the golf course itself) are cause for
concern.
Vagrants in the green strip between Willowbridge and the eastern part of the area.
Vagrants rifling through the property owner’s bins on bin days. It is very evident that
on bin days many vagrants are attracted to the area (or at least it is the perception).

From the urban management survey it was determined that there is a general consensus that
the cameras that were installed at the entrances to the area are perceived as having made a
difference. This is also supported by the decline in the crime trend. Unfortunately, the
incidences of crime remain high.
The following is viewed as additional services that could enhance the security measures to
combat the above:
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SERVICES TO BE OFFERED

With the above priorities established the steering committee considered what specific actions can be
taken. To address specific concerns under each of the focus areas (public safety, cleaning &
maintenance and social aspects). These are discussed in the following paragraphs.
6.1

Public Safety (Programme 2)
6.1.1

Fencing

Having assessed the area under consideration it is evident that there are many “soft” open
areas on the perimeter where people can access the area on foot. It is important to monitor
access through these areas. It has been observed that the City has in recent time erected
many Clearvu type fences in the area, most notably at the northern perimeter of the open
area between the N1 and Uys Krige Drive and along the edge of the Majik Forest in Van
Riebeeckshof Avenue. There are also two thoroughfares bordering the Door de Kraal Dam
where similar fencing and gates were installed by the City. In Figures 2 to 4 below a layout of
the proposed fencing is shown.
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Figure 2 : Southern part of the area.( Blue lines indicate fences, yellow and green pins indicate camera
and gates respectively)

Figure 3 Central Part of the area ( Blue lines indicate fences, yellow and green pins indicate camera
and gates respectively)
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Figure 4 : Northern part of the area ( Blue lines indicate fences, yellow and green pins indicate camera
and gates respectively)
The function of the fences is viewed as protecting the vulnerable areas on the perimeter and
also to channel pedestrians through the open gates. The gates will be managed within the
City’s regulations. Refer to programme 2A point A3 of the WCID implementation plan for the
management of gate access controls.
A meeting was held with the City’s planning department (Mrs S Matthysen – Kraaifontein
office) on Friday 28 June 2019. The fencing portion of this plan was presented to her and the
general principles as conveyed in this report were discussed. Mrs Matthysen confirmed that
the planned fences do not constitute a gated community and that this plan does not infringe
on any rule or planning principle. A formal application process must be followed. This process
may require some public participation. This aspect will be pursued in conjunction with the
relevant department in order to comply with the necessary requirements. This process is set
out in the implementation plan.
A secondary benefit of the fences is improved pedestrian safety next to Kommandeur Street
and Jip de Jager Street as the fences would channel pedestrians to signalised intersections and
thereby provide safety in a different form.
In the budget provision is made for R 2,175,000 (Budget Ref 41) for the fences during the 5year period. This estimated cost is based on a linear meter rate of R1,000 per meter which is
the cost of the fences that the City recently installed around the open area between Uys Krige
Drive and the N1. The project will occur in phases - in year 1, the required approval process
will be completed with actual installation planned from the end of year 1 to 5.
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6.1.2. CCTV camera infrastructure
As noted above, the general perception is that the cameras that were installed under the
WelgemoedSafe initiative did contribute to improved safety in the area. It is therefore
envisaged to expand the camera network. WCID will have the full use of the current
WelgemoedSafe infrastructure at a negligible cost. Any future replacement requirements of
current WelgemoedSafe equipment will be initiated and paid for by WCID and owned as WCID
equipment. As noted in above overview CCTV cameras are to be installed at the gates in the
abovementioned fences.
Provision is made for the installation of 25 new camera points. In this regard the following
financial provision is made in the budget under three separate items:
1. Under CCTV and LPR (Licence Plate Recognition) cameras budget R 1,190,804 (Budget
ref 40) is budgeted during the course of the 5-year period with a specific focus on
monitoring the movements into and out of the defined area. This will be aligned with
the fencing program.
An additional six LPR (Licence Plate Recognition) monitoring points are included in this
budget provision. During the first year these points are planned for the Jip de Jager /
Uys Krige, Lincoln / Uys Krige and Jip De Jager / Eksteen intersections. It is planned to
install the additional LPR monitoring points to develop an early warning system for
unwanted vehicles. The LPR user group (groups similar to ourselves, extending across
the City, share information of unwanted vehicles instantaneously).
Additional overview cameras at the new LPR locations as well as an additional 13
overview cameras at the respective gates in the fences will be installed and linked to
the control room.
Note that the phased acquisition of the LPR cameras, overview cameras and related
equipment will be based on an operating rental over 5 years and a transfer of
ownership at termination at a minimal admin fee to process the asset transfer.
Additional maintenance provision has been catered for the new infrastructure link up
to the control room at R 80 000 per first year with annual inflationary increases over
the 5-year period. (Budget Ref 10).
2. Under the item for fibre connections R 250,000 (Budget Ref 42) is budgeted during
years 1, 2 and 3 for connecting the cameras to the control room.

6.1.3

Patrolling

Patrolling will be outsourced to a third party, with an accredited service provider, that would
be selected through a price competitive process. Patrolling of the public areas using a WCID
dedicated vehicle is seen as a key pro-active security measure. This will have a direct link with
the control room with 24/7 monitoring. This WCID patrolling vehicle will primarily do public
safety patrols in the Welgemoed designated area and not attend to private property security
of alarm activation incidences.
The scope of the service will comprise the following:
o

1x dedicated WCID branded patrol vehicle
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o
o

1x communication device in the vehicle
3x security officers manning the vehicle 24/7

The budget provision for patrolling activities is R 792,000 (Budget Ref 5) per first year with
annual inflationary increases over the 5-year period.

6.1.4

Control room monitoring

Monitoring will be outsourced to a third party, with an accredited service provider, that would
be selected through a competitive process.
The scope of the service will comprise the following:
o
o

Monitoring will be undertaken in a control room by dedicated staff on a 24/7 basis.
3x skilled surveillance officers.

It is anticipated that the enhanced camera monitoring should lead to more effective patrolling
as the public safety patrol vehicle can be directed where needed.
The cost of the control room monitoring operations is budgeted for at R 432,000 (Budget Ref
6) per first year with annual inflationary increases over the 5-year period.

6.1.5

CCTV-camera software

WCID has an allowance for the development of LPR software to support the camera
monitoring intelligence. This would enable the identification of suspicious intruders into
Welgemoed that would generally not be identified by a human control team.
To attend to this an amount of R 300,000 (Budget Ref 43) is budgeted over the 5-year period.
The larger budget provision is in year 1 and 2 for core development of software.

6.2

Social responsibility (Programme 4)
One of the four focus areas in the CID is the aspect related to social responsibility. During the
survey it was observed that there is a general understanding that vagrancy (homelessness) is
a factor for which the solution is not immediately apparent. In this regard there is an
understanding and a willingness to assist in dealing with this problem by involving NGOs and
other City initiatives that are capable of working with these individuals. An amount of R
240,000 (Budget Ref 7) per first year for this programme with annual inflationary increases
over the 5-year period.
The aspect of social responsibility is not only confined to aspects of vagrancy and
homelessness and needs to be extended to social responsibility matters within the
community.
For WCID the following social initiatives have been identified:
a) Internal focus
o Education – financial support/ bursary
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o Literacy programmes for domestic workers
o Against abused women and children
b) External focus
o MES (partnered NGO)
i. Food and clothes
ii. Shelter
iii. Employment
6.3

Communication (Programme 6)
The primary form of communication between the WCID and the community will be electronic
communication. A website www.welgemoedcid.co.za has already been created. A database
of the property owners in the area has already been established and it is planned to keep this
database updated with regard to contact details, etc.
A further communication strategy will be established in order to inform the members of
planned initiatives, etc. It is deemed important to establish a communication platform to
connect with the members and the community at large. This not only for information sharing
but also to improve the connectedness in the community.
The following mechanisms will be used to communicate with Welgemoed CID members:
o Newsletter – quarterly updates to members
o Whatsapp number – for emergency/response
o Website – general information
o Email response

6.4

Management and administration (Programme 1)
As noted under section 4.4.2 the WCID would be required to employ a services manager to
run all the required functions. The functions would range from the monitoring of the camera
network, inspecting the area and issuing job instructions, manage service providers, liaising
with the City as well as taking care of general administration. The services manager will be
supported by 2 employees (part of the cleaning and greening program, as per 6.5.1) to
undertake general cleaning and maintenance tasks in the Welgemoed area. The budget
provides an amount of R 567,800.00 (Budget Ref 2) per first year for all employee related
costs. This amount is increased with an inflationary increase throughout the 5-year period.
Apart from the employee related costs an amount of R 339,500 ( Budget Ref 12 to 35) for the
first year is budget for all costs pertaining to the running of the non-profit company. This
amount per year can be broken down as follows:
Administration
Public Relations
Vehicle expenses
Office rental
Ad Hoc
Total

R 180 500
R 40 000
R 24 000
R 60 000
R 35 000
R 339 500
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6.5

Environment
6.5.1. Cleaning and maintenance (Programmes 3 and 7)
From the urban management survey and inspecting the defined area it is evident that the
areas in the Jip de Jager Street reserve is a cause for concern. The vegetation has grown lush
and thick and this provides ample opportunity for vagrants to nestle in. The rubbish of regular
homeless people sleeping in the bushes are visible during the day when inspecting the area.
This practice is a cause for concern on two fronts.
1

2

The homeless seem to find their way to our area in order to see what they can obtain by
scratching in the refuse bins on bin days. Not only do they leave a trail of rubbish in some
instances but the items taken from the bins are “stored” under the bushes where they
find shelter as well. This occurs mostly along the thick vegetation in Jip de Jager but also
along some of the edges on the golf course.
Amongst the rubbish lying around in various places (predominantly along Jip de Jager) are
empty liquor bottles. This gives rise to anti-social behaviour apart from the fact that
drinking in public is against the law. Although one cannot attribute all security risks to
these individuals they are a source of concern for the residents.

An annual amount of R 60,000 (Budget Ref 3) per first year is budgeted for the provision of
services to clean and maintain the essential areas should these issues not be attended to by
the relevant city departments once reported on the C3 communication platform. The
aforementioned amount makes provision to appoint a service provider to undertake this
work. The budget makes provision for the removal of rubbish in the public spaces as the need
therefore arises. This includes intermittent litter picking.
An amount of R100,000 in year two and R 150,000 (Budget Ref 4) in year four have been
budgeted or planting of greenery.
It is further proposed and budgeted for (R 150,000) (Budget Ref 2 – part of employee related
costs) per first year to employ two full time employees to undertake general cleaning and
maintenance items under the supervision of the services manager.
As WCID we will use the recommended C3 fault report mechanism as the standard procedure.
Cleaning and greening of public spaces will be managed as a top-up service. It is further
possible that with positive interaction with the City (regarding the more regular cleaning of
the road reserve and problematic areas in the neighbourhood) it can reduce the need for this
top-up service. In time this would render a saving in the budget. In addition, opportunities will
be sought to engage with the Parks Department regarding resources and collaboration.

6.5.2. Urban management (Programme 5)
As noted above the feedback from the residents indicated that there is a concern regarding
vehicles that travel too fast in the streets. In addition, there is a concern for the large number
of vehicles that rat run through the area in order to avoid the traffic congestion on Jip de Jager
Street.
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Apart from the operational aspects of the traffic, there was significant feedback regarding the
general degradation of the condition of some of the streets in the area.
Being matters for which the City is responsible and considering the large cost involved in fixing
streets etc. the concerns raised by the residents will be relayed to the relevant department in
the City to investigate and attend to. The residents through the CID cannot take care of any
road repair work since it is simply too expensive.
One aspect that the WCID can assist with (in consultation with the City and with the relevant
departments approval) is the provision of traffic calming where they are required and
warranted in terms of the City’s standards etc. In this regard an amount of R 120,000 (Budget
Ref 36), of which R 80,000 in year 1 and R 40,000 in year 2, has been provided for.
For the improvement of parks (In consultation with the City and with relevant department’s
approval) and the establishment of an outdoor gym park an amount of R 25,000 per annum
(Budget Ref 44) for year 1 to 4 has been allocated.
The WCID Business Plan provides for fence management of the greater Welgemoed area. The
Services manager will be responsible for the controlling and upkeep of all fences around the
Welgemoed areas as well as the internal fences around parks. Refer to Programme 5 point 7
of the WCID Implementation plan.
7

CONSISTENCY WITH THE CITY’S INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT PLAN

The City is required to develop an Integrated Development Plan (IDP) that is valid for a 5-year period
after which it is reviewed and updated for the following 5-year period. The purpose of having an IDP
is to guide the City’s activities to implement its strategic vision.
During the development of the IDP 2017-2022 the City undertook a Community Survey in 2016 and
the top priority (main trend) that was raised by the respondents was safety (violence and crime). It is
therefore not unexpected that the Strategic Narrative that the City developed for its IDP 2017 – 2022
include a sharp focus on safety. The passage below is taken verbatim from the strategic narrative.
“All residents, whether in their homes, places of work and business, or moving around Cape Town, feel
safe from crime – not only because they can rely on responsive law enforcement and emergency
services, but because the urban environment is designed to promote safety and discourage crime.
Effective, caring social programmes are available to ensure that vulnerable members of our
communities are assisted and provided with the skills and support they need to remain active and
contributing members of society. All residents have a safe and comfortable place to live.”
The above is not dissimilar to the outcome of the urban management survey that was undertaken in
Welgemoed as the same high emphasis was placed on safety. This indicates that crime is a universal
problem in Cape Town and all who can should contribute to the prevention of crime. It is clearly a big
concern and the authorities do not have sufficient resources to deal with this problem on their own,
communities need to take an active part.
The development of the City’s IDP 2017-2022 culminated in the following five focus areas which
encapsulates the vision of what the City wish to achieve. These five areas are :
1) The opportunity city : focuses on the creation of an environment that stimulates sustainable
economic growth, investment and job creation.
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2) The safe city : aims to create an environment where citizens feel safe. It goes beyond policing
and includes aspects such as disaster and risk management, rescue services as well as traffic
and bylaw enforcement in order to address safety as a well-rounded concept, while also
considering social factors in the City’s approach.
3) The caring city : Cape Town must be welcoming to all people and make residents feel at home.
As such, the caring city concentrates on looking after the people of Cape Town, and especially
those who are most in need of assistance.
4) The inclusive city : True inclusivity can only be achieved in an environment where there is
access to economic opportunities, where citizens feel safe and cared for, and where
communities are truly integrated. Therefore, the inclusive city incorporates aspects of all
three strategic focus areas above.
5) Well-run city : To deliver on its vision, the City needs to be responsive to its customers’ needs
and able to sustainably support the various initiatives, programmes and projects by delivering
the right services in the most efficient and effective way. The well-run city aspires to do this
by focusing on financial and operational sustainability, human resource development and
organisational restructuring.
The City has identified 11 priorities that span across the five strategic focus areas. By elevating these
11 priorities, it is expected that the strategic focus area outcomes will be accelerated. Furthermore,
the priorities are transversal and will discourage previous silo-based approaches to initiatives, projects
and programmes. In addition to spanning across the five strategic focus areas, the priorities also have
clear interdependencies, which will further ensure a more sustainable and transversal approach.
The City’s 11 Priorities are :
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Positioning Cape Town as a forward-looking, globally competitive business city
Leveraging technology for progress
Economic inclusion
Resource efficiency and security
Safe communities
Excellence in basic service delivery
Mainstreaming basic service delivery to informal settlements and backyard dwellers
Dense and transit-oriented urban growth and development
An efficient, integrated transport system
Building integrated communities
Operational sustainability

The business plan presented in this document is heavily focused on improving the safety of the
Welgemoed community in a collective way. Implementing this plan will make a contribution to one of
the above priority areas (safe communities) that the City has identified without detracting from any
of the other.
The business plan, which include a meaningful contribution to social responsibility aspects, will also
make a contribution to the objective of being a caring city.
Although the objective of building integrated communities in the context of the IDP is aimed at spatial
integration and land use, it is perhaps appropriate to view the interpretation of the concept of
integrated communities slightly differently. With the increase in crime over the last number of years,
perhaps the last two decades, property owners have continued to improve their own personal safety
by means of building higher walls, fences etc. and took refuge behind it. Although the general
perception regarding public safety in the Welgemoed area is fair to good the same perception does
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not hold true when asked whether they would allow their children to roam the area. The pertinent
questions in the urban management survey, as shown below, conveys this perception

Hence it can be argued that residents tend to become progressively more isolated from one another.
It is no rare occurrence that neighbours generally have little to no contact with one another. It is a
reality that the streets are not frequented with youngsters and hence there is a general
underutilisation of public open spaces (streets, parks etc.). It can therefore be argued that the
improvement of the public safety would enhance the use of the public open spaces and hence improve
the interaction between the people living in the area and would that contribute to the broader view
of an integrated community.
The above indicates that the WCID proposed business plan is not in conflict with the City’s IDP 20172022 and in fact makes specific contributions to two of the main objectives of the City.

PART B: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN / PROGRAMMES
The implementation plan (referred to as programmes) for each of the broad focus areas is given in
Appendix B. This plan indicates where in the 5-year cycle the activities will be undertaken. Should
there be some deviations to it, this plan may be updated in accordance with the SRA Policy that allows
that actions in this programme can be reviewed as well as the performance status indicated of that
action. The implementation plan is reviewed and approved annually at the AGM by the members.

PART C: BUDGET/ ESTIMATED COST/ IMPACT ON PROPERTY OWNER
The 5-year budget is provided in Appendix A and show the various line Items that were discussed
above. The budget for each year is as follows:






Year 1 : R 3,720,360
Year 2 : R 4,085,259
Year 3 : R 4,381,934
Year 4 : R 4,762,237
Year 5 : R 4,960,182
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The steady increase in the budget is based on an 8% escalation factor on operating cost with minor
variation due to capital spend over the 5 years. The depreciation over the 5-year term amounts to
R1,547,000 and is provided for in the Business Plan.
Tabel 2 : Budget allocation (excluding depreciation)
Portfolio allocation
Safety & Security
Management & Administration
Cleaning & Greening
Social
Interest & Redemption
Property, Plant & Equipment
Provision for bad debts
Total

48%
23%
4%
7%
2%
13%
3%
100%

In line with the SRA policy 2017/2018 the budget permutations can be reviewed annually and
approved by the Members at the AGM.
Additional property rates attract VAT @ 15%. Individual contributions for the Business Plan can be
calculated as follows:
Residential Property: Year 1
1. Municipal valuation x R 0.000662 = Annual contribution (VAT excl.)
2. Annual contribution (VAT excl.) ÷ 12 = Average monthly contribution (VAT excl.)
3. Average monthly contribution (VAT excl.) x 1.15 = Average monthly contribution (VAT incl.)
e.g. R4 000 000 x R 0.000662 = R2,648.00 ÷ 12 = R220.67 x 1.15 = R253.77
Non-Residential Property: Year 1
1. Municipal valuation x R 0.001134 = Annual contribution (VAT excl.)
2. Annual contribution (VAT excl.) ÷ 12 = Average monthly contribution (VAT excl.)
3. Average monthly contribution (VAT excl.) x 1.15 = Average monthly contribution (VAT incl.)
e.g. R6 000 000 x R 0.001134 = R6,804.00 ÷ 12 = R567.00 x 1.15 = R652.05
Based on this Year 1 budget of R3.720 million the estimated amount that residents will pay each
month, based on the municipal value of their property will be:
Property Value
1.0 million
1.5 million
2.5 million
5.0 million
Average

Monthly Contribution
Residential (VAT incl.)
R63.44
R95.16
R158.60
R317.21
R249.55

Monthly Contribution
Commercial (VAT incl.)
R108.68
R163.01
R271.69
R543.38
R673.05

Increases in additional rates for year 2 to 5 are linked to the budget increases and the changes in
total municipal valuation of the properties within the WCID boundary.
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APPENDIX A: 5-YEAR BUDGET

APPENDIX B: IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (PROGRAMME 1 TO PROGRAMME 7)

APPENDIX C: URBAN MANAGEMENT SURVEY RESPONSES
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APPENDIX A

WELGEMOED CITY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT
INCOME
1

IncomeSpecify
from add. Rates
Other:

TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
Employee Related
2

Salaries & Wages
PAYE, UIF & SDL
Allowances: Locomotion
COIDA
Bonus provision

Core Business

5 YEAR
#######
2020/21
R
-3 720 360
-3 720 360

100.0%
0.0%
100.0%

R
567 800
510 000
5 100

BUDGET
#######AS PER BUSINESS
####### PLAN
2021/22
R
-4 085 259
-4 085 259

2022/23
R

100.0%
0.0%
100.0%

R
15.3%

10 200
42 500

613 224
550 800
5 508

-4 381 934
-4 381 934

100.0%
0.0%
100.0%

R
15.0%

11 016
45 900

662 282
594 864
5 949

#######
2023/24
R
-4 762 237
-4 762 237

#######
2024/25
R
100.0%
0.0%
100.0%

R
15.1%

11 897
49 572

715 265
642 453
6 425

-4 960 182
-4 960 182

100.0%
0.0%
100.0%

R
15.0%

12 849
53 538

772 485
693 849
6 938

15.6%

13 877
57 821

1 659 509
60 000
792 000
432 000
115 509
240 000
20 000

44.6%

1 970 111
64 800
100 000
855 360
466 560
202 591
259 200
21 600

48.2%

2 044 107
69 984
923 789
503 885
243 185
279 936
23 328

46.6%

2 383 974
75 583
150 000
997 692
544 196
288 978
302 331
25 194

50.1%

2 441 135
81 629
1 077 507
587 731
340 541
326 517
27 210

49.2%

9 Depreciation
10 Repairs & Maintenance
11 Interest & Redemption

182 667
80 000
106 773

4.9%
2.2%
2.9%

254 833
86 400
106 773

6.2%
2.1%
2.6%

341 333
93 312
106 773

7.8%
2.1%
2.4%

361 500
100 777
106 773

7.6%
2.1%
2.2%

406 667
108 839
106 773

8.2%
2.2%
2.2%

General Expenditure

339 500
20 000
15 000
20 000
5 000
10 000
5 000
15 000
5 000
20 000

9.1%

328 860
21 600
16 200
21 600
5 400
10 800
5 400
16 200
5 400
21 600

8.0%

355 169
23 328
17 496
23 328
5 832
11 664
5 832
17 496
5 832
23 328

8.1%

383 581
25 194
18 896
25 194
6 299
12 597
6 299
18 896
6 299
25 194

8.1%

432 978
27 210
25 509
27 210
6 802
17 006
6 802
25 509
8 503
27 210

8.7%

Cleansing services
Environmental upgrading
Law Enforcement Officers
5 Public Safety
6 Public Safety - CCTV monitoring
40 Public Safety - Leasing of Cameras
7 Social upliftment
8 Urban Maintenance
3
4

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Accounting fees
Advertising costs
Auditor's remuneration
Bank charges
Communication
Computer expenses
Contingency / Sundry
Donations
Insurance

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
33
30
31
32
34
35

Marketing and promotions
Meeting expenses
Minor tools & equipment
Motor vehicle expenses
Office cleaning costs
Office rental
Postage & courier
Printing / stationery / photographic
Refreshments and Teas
Protective clothing
Secretarial duties
Seed Capital (establishment cost)
Telecommunication
Utilities (not CCT)

Projects

10 000
3 000
2 000
24 000
15 000
60 000
500
10 000
6 000
500
2 500
35 000
20 000
36 000

10 800
3 240
2 160
25 920
16 200
64 800
540
10 800
6 480
540
2 700
21 600
38 880

11 664
3 499
2 333
27 994
17 496
69 984
583
11 664
6 998
583
2 916
23 329
41 990

12 597
3 779
2 519
30 233
18 896
75 583
630
12 597
7 558
630
3 149
25 192
45 350

17 006
4 081
2 721
32 652
20 407
81 629
680
13 605
8 163
680
3 401
27 214
48 978

105 000
25 000
80 000

2.8%

65 000
25 000
40 000

1.6%

25 000
25 000
-

0.6%

25 000
25 000
-

0.5%

-

0.0%

567 500
5 000
7 500
5 000
125 000
275 000
150 000

15.3%

537 500
5 000
7 500
5 000
50 000
420 000
50 000

13.2%

622 500
5 000
7 500
5 000
75 000
480 000
50 000

14.2%

542 500
5 000
7 500
5 000
25 000
500 000
-

11.4%

542 500
5 000
7 500
5 000
25 000
500 000
-

10.9%

44 Bad Debt Provision 3%

111 611

3.0%

122 558

3.0%

131 458

3.0%

142 867

3.0%

148 805

3.0%

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

3 720 360

100.0%

4 085 259

100.0%

4 381 934

100.0%

4 762 237

100.0%

4 960 182

100.0%

44 Urban Park Enhancements
36 Traffic Calming

Capital Expenditure (PPE)
37
38
39
43
41
42

Office Furniture
Office Equipment
Computer Equipment
Surveillance Software development
Fence
Fibre connections

(SURPLUS) / SHORTFALL

BUDGET GROWTH

N/A

9.8%

7.3%

8.7%

4.2%

APPENDIX B
WELGEMOED CID
PROGRAMME 1 : GOVERNANCE, MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS
No.

Action

Responsibility

Frequency

Performance indicator

Comments

0

Registration certificate

Before first year
Use CCT generic one

0

0

Registration certificate

Y1

Y2

Duration
Y3

Y4

Y5

Steering Committee Once

1

0

0

0

Steering Committee Once

1

0

0

2

Prepare memorandum of
incorporation for WCID NonProfit Company
Register WCID with CIPC

3

Hold first board meeting

Steering Committee Once

1

0

0

0

0

Minutes of meeting

4
5

Open bank account for WCID
Register WCID with SARS
Apply for tax exemption with
SARS
Register WCID for VAT with
SARS

Once
Treasurer
Steering Committee Once

1
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Obtain bank account details
SARS registration number

Steering Committee Once

1

0

0

0

0

Exemption certificate

Steering Committee Once

1

0

0

0

0

Receipt of VAT registration
number

Before first year

1

6
7

Before first year
Elect interim office bearers,
make arrangements for first
members meeting
Before first year
Before first year
Obtain before the end of the
first year

8

Register as a community based
organisation with the City

Steering Committee Once

1

0

0

0

0

CBO registration certificate

Before the end of the fist
financial year

9

Submit supplier application to
City

Steering Committee Once

1

0

0

0

0

Receive vendor number from
the City

Before first year

10 Hold first members meeting

Chairman and
secretary

Once

1

0

0

0

0

11

Conduct recruitment process for
Board
services manager

Once

1

0

0

0

0

12

Appoint service provider for
accounting

Once

1

0

0

0

0

Board

Elect Board members approve
the implementation plan and
Within 6 months hold the first
budget for the second year;
members meeting
approve the appointment of
auditors
Compile the requirements for
the services manager (job
Appointment of services
specification); Recruit/ obtain
manager
the services a person to fulfill
the role of services manager
Solicit the market and appoint
Appointment of account
accountant services using a
service provider
procurement process
(quotations)

13

Submit financial reports to the
board

Draw up and submit monthly
14
financial reports to the City

Treasurer

Monthly

12

12

12

12

12

Treasurer

Monthly

12

12

12

12

12

15

Report to the board on CID
arrears

Treasurer

Monthly

12

12

12

12

12

16

Annual Financial Statements
(AFS)

Treasurer

Annually

1

1

1

1

1

17

Hold Annual General Meeting
(AGM)

Secretary

Annually

0

1

1

1

1

Monthly financial reports
submitted to the board
members
Monthly financial reports
submitted to the CID
Department (15th of the
followinng month)
Observe and report any
concerns over outstanding
amounts to CID Department
Submit AFS to CID Department
by 31 August
AGM held to provide report
back to members on the year
gone past activities, approve
the financial statements,
approve the appointment of
auditors; approve the company
secretary; approve the next
year's budget; approve the
next year's implementation
plan; elect new Board
members

18 CIPC Compliance

Treasurer

Annually

0

1

1

1

1

CIPC submit annual returns

19 Annual Report and AFS

Treasurer

Annually

1

1

1

1

1

With 3 months of AGM submit
Annual Report and AFS to subcouncil

Review bank statements.
Monitor creditors and debtors.
Review monthly income from
City. Prepare monthly
management accounts

Directors in arrears may not
take part in board meetings
Board approved

AGM to be held annually before
end of December.

Register auditors with CIPC
within 10 days of appointment.
Register / de-register directors
within 10 days of appointment
of new directors; maintain
membership list. Submit annual
returns within 30 days of
anniversary of registration.
Maintain membership list.

Obtain SARS tax clearance
20
certificate

Treasurer

Annually

0

1

1

1

1

Obtain tax clearance certificate
Annual tax clearance
from SARS within 1 month
certificate received from SARS;
before the expiry of existing tax
submit form to the City
clearance certificate

21 VAT compliance

Treasurer

every
second
month

6

6

6

6

6

Submit VAT reconcilliation to
SARS

22 Tax compliance

Treasurer

Annually

1

1

1

1

1

Submit annual tax returns

23 Perform mid year budget review Treasurer

Annually

1

1

1

1

1

Month 6 of
financial
year

1

1

1

1

1

Annually

1

1

1

1

1

24

Review CID performance mid
year

25

Annual CID implementation plan Board / Secretary /
and budget
Treasurer

26 Integrated Development Plan

City Capital and Operating
27
budget

28 Conduct board meetings

Secretary

Board /Secretary

Board / Secretary

Annually

Annually

Chairman / Secretary Monthly

1

1

12

1

1

12

1

1

12

1

1

12

Submit review to City by 28
As approved by the board
February
Business Plan performance midyear review submitted to City As approved by the board
by 28 February
Submit a draft updated annual
implementation plan and
budget to CID department for Submit to City for approval as
verification; Presented for
part of the budget process
approval to members at the
AGM

1

Submit input to the integrated
development plan to
Subcouncil manager in October
to February annually

1

Submit input to the subcouncil
by September annually for
consideration in the City's
annual budgeting process

12

Signed minutes of monthly
board meetings

First 30 minutes of the meeting
will be open to the public;
should it become evident that
the activities of the CID require
less frequent meetings then
relax to every second month.

29

Manage the day-to-day
operations of the CID

30 Evaluate Service Providers

Portfolio directors /
Ongoing
Services manager

→

→

→

→

→

Portfolio directors /
Ongoing
Services manager

→

→

→

→

→

Build working relationships with
Services managers
Area Director and relevant City
31
and portfolio
Department that deliver services
directors
in the WCID

32 Renewal Application

Board / Secretary /
Treasurer

Ongoing

Fourth Year
of five year
plan

→

0

→

0

→

0

→

0

Report monthly at the board
meetings on CID
implementation plan
Submit monthly reports to the
board

→

Successful and professional
relationship with subcouncil
manager and officials resulting
in enhanced co-operation and
service delivery

1

WCID Term 2 Business Plan (as
approved by members at the
AGM) submitted to the City for
approval.

If members of the WCID are
happy to continue with a second
term such application shall be
submitted

WELGEMOED CID
PROGRAMME 2 A : PUBLIC SAFETY - FENCING, ACCESS CONTROL AND LIGHTING
No.

Action

Responsibility

Frequency
Y1

Undertake whatever process is
A 1 required by the City in order to
obtain approval

A2

A3

Procure service provider for
fence installation

Co-ordinate access control of
parks and other areas

Y2

Duration
Y3

Y4

Performance indicator

Comments
It is foreseen that it may be
required to advertise the
proposed fencing plan for public
comment. If not, the aim is to
commence with the
implementation in the first year

Y5

Services Manager /
Portfolio Director

Once

1

0

0

0

0

Advertisement

Board / Services
manager

Per phase

1

1

1

1

1

Obtain quotations form various
service providers, evaluate and Budget Ref 41
appoint.

→

Obtain necessary permission to
lock gates to limit pedestrian
Parks and access controlled
traffic during certain times of
areas are locked and opened at
the day / night.
regular and communicated
The WCID public safety
times (inline with CCT
patrolling officers will attend to
regulations & rules).
the locking & un-locking of
gates.

Services Manager /
Portfolio Director

Ongoing

→

→

→

→

WELGEMOED CID
PROGRAMME 2 B : PUBLIC SAFETY - CCTV cameras
No.

Action

B 1 Confirm the camera positions

Responsibility

Y1

Y2

Duration
Y3

Y4

Y5

1

1

1

1

1

Roll out plan indicating phase

Annually for each
year's acquisition

1

0

0

0

0

Obtain CCT approval

Portfolio Director to
Annually for each
be approved by
year's acquisition
Board

1

1

1

1

1

Obtain quotations form
various service providers,
evaluate and appoint.

Services manager /
porfolio director

1

1

1

1

1

Monitor against agreement
with service provider

Portfolio Director to
be approved by
Once
Board

1

0

0

0

0

Services manager /
porfolio director

12

12

12

12

12

Annually for each
Portfolio Director / Board
year's acquisition

B2

Obtain approval from relevant Services manager /
City of Cape Town Departments porfolio director

B3

Procure camera installation
service provider

Determine installation
B 4 programme and oversee the
same
B5

Appoint camera monitoring
service provider

Monitor performance of the
B 6 camera monitoring service
provider

Frequency

Annually for each
year's acquisition

Monthly

Performance indicator

Enter into service agreement.
Service provider is appoint for
the 5 year term
Monitor against agreement
with service provider. Report
to Board

Comments

WELGEMOED CID
PROGRAMME 3 : PROGRAMME CLEANING, BUSH CLEARING
No.

Action

Responsibility

Frequency
Y1

Y2

Duration
Y3

Y4

Y5

Performance indicator

Comments

Every year

1

1

1

1

1

Succinct report to board

Determine where cleaning
needs to be done
Appointment of staff to
Management & Admin team
Budget Ref 2

1

Prepare a schedule (programme) Services manager /
of cleaning work to be done
porfolio director

2

Appoint staff

Services manager /
Board

Once

1

1

1

1

1

Staff appointed

3

Oversee programme of cleaning

Portfolio Director /
Services manager

Monthly

12

12

12

12

12

Report to board

4

Liaise with CCT to coordinate
and ensure cleaning remains a
top-up service

Portfolio Director /
Services manager

Quarterly

4

4

4

4

4

CID resources are used
optimally

5

Liaison with relevant City
Department

Service Director /
Services manager

Ad Hoc

1

1

1

1

1

Correspondence

6

Prepare a schedule (programme) Services manager /
of bush clearing work to be done porfolio director

Every year

1

1

1

1

1

Succinct report to board

7

Procure bush clearing services

Services manager /
Board

Every year

1

1

1

1

1

Obtain quotations form various
service providers, evaluate and Strive to make use of NGO
appoint.

8

Oversee programme of bush
clearing

Services manager /
porfolio director

Every year

1

1

1

1

1

Requirement of the service is
measured against the contract

Clearing of overgrowth (bushy
areas) on an ad hoc basis
annually

WELGEMOED CID
PROGRAMME 4 : SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY ASPECTS
No.

Action

Responsibility

Frequency
Y1

Y2

Duration
Y3

Performance indicator
Y4

Comments

Y5

1

Work with local NGO's Social
Portfolio Director /
Programmes to draw down
CCT / Services
opportunities and resources for
manager
social responsibility projects

Ongoing

→

→

→

→

→

CCT social project partnership
established. Agreements
established. Monthly reports
are submitted to board

2

Work with local NGO's
neighbouring CID's and
Portfolio Director /
organisations to coordinate
Services manager
efforts specifically related to the
homeless

Initial setup
completed within
the first 6 months
and the monitored
for performance

12

12

12

12

12

Social Responsibility plan/s per Co-ordinate with and support
partner
local NGOs

Portfolio Director /
Services manager

Initial setup
completed within
the first 6 months
and the monitored
for performance

1

1

1

1

1

Acceptance by board of social
responsibility partner/s for CID
for current year

Portfolio Director /
Services manager

Ongoing

→

→

→

→

→

Reports to board and
newsletter

3

4

Work with local NGOs
neighbouring CIDs and
organisations to coordinate
efforts specifically to substance
abuse and vulnerable adults and
children
Monitor success of
partnership/s and solicit
feedback from CID members
and, if possible, beneficiaries.
Communicate relevant
information to community

WELGEMOED CID
PROGRAMME 5 : URBAN MANAGEMENT (including speed humps in warranted positions and other parks projects)
No. Action

Responsibility

Frequency
Y1

Y2

Duration
Y3

Y4

Y5

Performance indicator

1

Prepare application to Roads
Department speed humps

Portfolio director /
Services manager

Once a year

1

1

0

0

0

Letter to Roads Department

2

Roads Department to confirm
warrant exists

Portfolio director /
Services manager

Once a year

1

1

0

0

0

Return correspondence

3

Roads Department to undertake
Portfolio director /
the installation using City
Services manager
appointed contractor

Once a year

1

1

0

0

0

Correspondence from City

4

WCID to make payment to the
City for installation of speed
humps

Once a year

1

1

0

0

0

Invoice from City

5

Collect collate and communicate
problem areas with respect to :
Portfolio director /
maintenance of road surface;
Services manager
road markings and road signs;
street lights; cutting of grass etc.

Ongoing

→

→

→

→

→

Report to Board and relevant
City Department via the C3
platform for fault reporting.

6

Open air public gym
management

Ongoing

→

→

→

→

→

Report to Board and WCID
Services manager

7

Fencing of open areas maintenance of fences

Portfolio director /
Treasurer / Board

Portfolio director /
Services manager

Portfolio director /
Services manager

Ongoing

→

→

→

→

→

Report to Board and WCID
Services manager

Comments

City already confirmed that a
warrant exists for speed humps
in Kommissaris Street.

Any occurrences of fence
damage or possible
unwarranted access routes in
any public areas of the
Welgemoed precinct will be
communicated to the Services
manager who will attend to
repairs of the fences and
investigate the cause of the
damage to consider safety
aspects of such incident.

WELGEMOED CID
PROGRAMME 6 : COMMUNICATION
No.

Action

Responsibility

Frequency
Y1

Y2

Duration
Y3

Y4

Performance indicator

Comments

Already in place

Y5

Ongoing

→

→

→

→

→

Website published with all
relavent documents as
required by the SRA by-laws
and policy

1

Establish and maintain website

Portfolio Director /
Services manager

2

Establish communication plan

Portfolio Director /
Services manager

Once

1

0

0

0

0

Implemented communication
plan reported to Board

3

Maintain database contact
information

Portfolio Director /
Services manager

Ongoing

→

→

→

→

→

Updated database

4

Communication with property
owners

Portfolio Director /
Services manager

Bi-annual

2

2

2

2

2

5

Represent the CID at various
forums

Portfolio Director /
Services manager

Ongoing

→

→

→

→

→

6

Welgemoed CID membership

Portfolio Director /
Services manager

Ongoing

→

→

→

→

→

Information & meeting
requests to be provided on the
website (website up to date)
and a newsletter prepared
twice a year.
Liaise with different relavent
forums and other CIDs should
it be required and report back
to the board
All property owners to be
made aware that membership
of the NPC is not automatic - only property owners in the
need to apply. The application defined are eligible for
form is on the website.
membership
Membership list is kept up to
date

WELGEMOED CID
PROGRAMME 7 : ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT
No.

1

2

Action

Responsibility

Work with relevant department
of CCT to engage in
Portfolio Director /
opportunities and resources for Services manager
environment projects
Monitor CCT services and place Portfolio Director /
C3 requests accordingly
Services manager

Frequency

Ongoing

Ongoing

Y1

Y2

Duration
Y3

Y4

Y5

→

→

→

→

→

CCT Environment partnership
established. Agreements
entered into if required.

→

Ensure CCT are rendered as
required and perform top up
services when required.

→

→

→

Performance indicator

→

Comments

Mowing frequency; tree pruning
as requested; tree removal as
requested (as per tree policy);
maintenance and cleaning of
parks

APPENDIX C

WelgemoedCID
Urban survey stats: as at 6 March 2019

1

2

Marketing campaign:
Emailed: 1838 individuals
SMS: 1102 individuals

Responses:
400 of possible 1484
(greater than 20% participation)

3

SURVEY PARTICIPANT
PROFILE
4

5

6

7

GENERAL PERCEPTION
OF WELGEMOED
8

9

10

11

SECURITY AND
SAFETY
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

CRIME

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

PARKS AND OTHER
OPEN AREAS
29

30

31

32

TRAFFIC

33

34

35

36

37

38

CLEANLINESS

39

40

41

42

43

44

SOLID WASTE

45

46

47

48

49

WATER AND
SANITATION

50

51

52

53

SOCIAL ISSUES

54

55

56

57

58

59

PRIORITISATION

60

61

SPECIAL RATES
AND
BUSINESS PLAN
62

63

64

